1. Opening: The New World; *Songs for a New World*, Jason Robert Brown
2. Blue Horizon; *Out of our Heads*, Kooman & Diamond
3. Fight the Dragons; *Big Fish*, John August
4. Quiet; *Thirteen Stories Down*, Johnathan Reid Gealt
5. Fine; *Ordinary Days*, Adam Gwon
6. In Love with You; *First Date the Musical*, Austin Winsberg
7. Louder than Words; *Tick Tick Boom*, Jonathan Larson
8. Stars and the Moon; *Songs for a New World*, Jason Robert Brown
9. Dear Lucy; *I Could Use a Drink*, Drew Gasparini
10.5 ½ Minutes; *Our First Mistake*, Kerrigan & Lowedermilk
11.Blessing; *Keys*, Scott Alan
12.King of the World; *Songs for a New World*, Jason Robert Brown
14.Fell in Love with Crazy; *I Could Use a Drink*, Drew Gasparini
15.Hear My Song; *Songs for a New World*, Jason Robert Brown